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ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

First-Row Premium All-Weather Floor Liners in with Chevrolet Script

Available in Jet Black and Very Dark Atmosphere
From the brand that knows your vehicle best, these Chevrolet Accessories Premium All-Weather
Floor Liners have been precision engineered to meet the exact fit and appearance standards of
your interior. They feature deep-patterned, molded grooves that help channel debris, snow and
water away from the vehicle’s carpeting, as well as your feet and clothing. While these Premium AllWeather Floor Liners function similar to conventional all-weather floor mats and rubber mats, they
offer an added benefit – custom-designed raised sides to help ensure maximum carpet coverage
and provide a barrier to help keep mud, snow, water and debris contained for easy cleaning.
Compared to traditional floor mats, these floor liners incorporate a three-dimensional design
specifically developed for your vehicle to provide enhanced protection. Sold a pair of floor liners for
the first-row of your vehicle, they can cover previous wear of interior floors and help protect against
future wear from everyday use. The floor liners feature the Chevrolet script , non-slip backing and
molded edges to help protect all sides of your vehicle’s footwells.
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ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Second-Row Interlocking Premium All-Weather Floor Liner

Available in Jet Black and Very Dark Atmosphere
From the brand that knows your vehicle best, these Chevrolet Accessories Premium All-Weather
Floor Liners have been precision engineered to meet the exact fit and appearance standards of
your interior. They feature deep-patterned, molded grooves that help channel debris, snow and
water away from the vehicle’s carpeting, as well as your feet and clothing. While these Premium AllWeather Floor Liners function similar to conventional all-weather floor mats and rubber mats, they
offer an added benefit – custom-designed raised sides to help ensure maximum carpet coverage
and provide a barrier to help keep mud, snow, water and debris contained for easy cleaning.
Compared to traditional floor mats, these floor liners incorporate a three-dimensional design
specifically developed for your vehicle to provide enhanced protection. Sold as a one-piece floor
liner for the third-row of your vehicle, it can cover previous wear of interior floors and help protect
against future wear from everyday use. The floor liner features a non-slip backing and molded edges
to help protect all sides of your vehicle’s footwells.
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ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Third-Row Premium All-Weather Floor Liner in (for Models with
Second-Row Captain's Chairs)

Available in Jet Black and Very Dark Atmosphere
From the brand that knows your vehicle best, these Chevrolet Accessories Premium All-Weather
Floor Liners have been precision engineered to meet the exact fit and appearance standards of
your interior. They feature deep-patterned, molded grooves that help channel debris, snow and
water away from the vehicle’s carpeting, as well as your feet and clothing. While these Premium AllWeather Floor Liners function similar to conventional all-weather floor mats and rubber mats, they
offer an added benefit – custom-designed raised sides to help ensure maximum carpet coverage
and provide a barrier to help keep mud, snow, water and debris contained for easy cleaning.
Compared to traditional floor mats, these floor liners incorporate a three-dimensional design
specifically developed for your vehicle to provide enhanced protection. Sold as a one-piece floor
liner for the third-row of your vehicle, it can cover previous wear of interior floors and help protect
against future wear from everyday use. The floor liner features a non-slip backing and molded edges
to help protect all sides of your vehicle’s footwells. For models with second-row Captain's Chairs.
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ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

First-Row Premium All-Weather Floor Mats with Chevrolet Script

Available in Jet Black and Very Dark Atmosphere
Help protect the interior of your vehicle from water, debris and everyday use with Chevrolet
Accessories Premium All-Weather Floor Mats. Commonly called car mats or car floor mats, the
deep-patterned design works to collect rain, mud, snow and other debris. The Premium All-Weather
Floor Mats also help prevent future wear from everyday use and feature the Chevrolet script. These
custom floor mats are removable for easy car carpet cleaning and feature a non-slip backing to help
prevent shifting. Includes mats for the first row.
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ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Second-Row One-Piece Premium All-Weather Floor Mat

Available in Jet Black and Very Dark Atmosphere
Help protect the interior of your vehicle from water, debris and everyday use with Chevrolet
Accessories Premium All-Weather Floor Mats. Commonly called car mats or car floor mats, the deeppatterned design works to collect rain, mud, snow and other debris. The Premium All-Weather Floor
Mats also help prevent future wear from everyday use. This custom floor mat is removable for easy
car carpet cleaning and features a non-slip backing to help prevent shifting. Includes one-piece
second-row mat.
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ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Integrated Cargo Liner with Chevrolet Script
Available in Jet Black and Very
Dark Atmosphere.
The Chevrolet Accessories
Integrated Cargo Liner covers
the cargo area floor and the back
of the rear seats to help provide
protection from scratches and
stains when carrying items of
various sizes. Sometimes called
custom floor mats or weather
mats, this cargo liner covers
previous wear and helps protect
against future wear caused by
everyday use. It articulates with
the rear seatbacks, conveniently
allowing for use with seatbacks in
the up or down position.

Cargo Organizer in Jet Black with Bowtie Logo
This Chevrolet Accessories Cargo
Organizer allows you the flexibility
to carry items of various sizes.
Also known as a trunk organizer,
it helps to contain items like
groceries or sporting equipment to
help protect your rear cargo area.
It features the Bowtie logo.
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ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Cargo Area Shade
Available in Jet Black and Very
Dark Atmosphere.
Conceal your possessions in
the cargo area of your vehicle
with a Chevrolet Accessories
Cargo Security Shade. Not to be
confused with a tonneau cover
or truck bed cover, the Cargo
Security Shade mounts behind
the second or third-row seat and
is designed to extend rearward
above the cargo area when in use.

Vertical Cargo Net with Storage Bag featuring Bowtie Log
Secure items of various shapes
and sizes in the cargo area of
your vehicle with this Chevrolet
Accessories envelope-style Cargo
Net. This useful cargo carrier
attaches easily to the sides of the
vehicle at the rear of the cargo
area and helps prevent small items
placed inside it from shifting while
in transit. It can be conveniently
stored in the integrated storage
bag when not in use. It can
be conveniently stored in the
integrated storage bag featuring
the Chevrolet logo when not in use.
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ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Front Sunshade Package in Silver with Tahoe Script
Help keep the interior of your
vehicle cooler on sunny days
while protecting your dash from
the sun’s damaging rays with
the Chevrolet Accessories Front
Sunshade. It fits against the
windshield and folds conveniently
into the included storage bag
when not needed.

Front Sunshade Package in Silver with Suburban Script
Help keep the interior of your
vehicle cooler on sunny days
while protecting your dash from
the sun’s damaging rays with
the Chevrolet Accessories Front
Sunshade. It fits against the
windshield and folds conveniently
into the included storage bag
when not needed.
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Exterior

ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Illuminated Bowtie Emblems in Black
Accent your vehicle’s styling with
a distinctive Chevrolet Accessories
Illuminated Bowtie Emblem in
Black. Sometimes called vehicle
emblems, they are designed,
engineered, tested and backed by
Chevrolet. The Bowtie logo touts a
prominent backlit appearance that
stands out as you drive down the
road. Rear emblem is not backlit

Tahoe Emblems in Black
Accent your vehicle’s styling
with distinctive Chevrolet
Accessories Tahoe Emblems in
Black. Sometimes called vehicle
emblems, they are designed,
engineered, tested and backed by
Chevrolet. Kit includes five pieces
to replace factory emblems (not all
may be used).
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Exterior

ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Suburban Emblems in Black
Accent your vehicle’s styling
with distinctive Chevrolet
Accessories Suburban Emblems
in Black. Sometimes called vehicle
emblems, they are designed,
engineered, tested and backed by
Chevrolet.

Round Assist Steps in Black (for Z71 Models)
Make it easier to get into and out
of your vehicle with these sturdy
Chevrolet Accessories Assist
Steps. These Round Assist Steps,
also known as truck side steps,
feature a traction pad with molded
plastic grooves to help provide
more stable footing. Includes all
mounting hardware.
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Exterior

ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Roof Rack Cross Rail Package in Black
Carry luggage, sporting
equipment and more on the roof
of your vehicle with a Chevrolet
Accessories Roof Rack Cross Rail
Package. These removable Cross
Rails, sometimes called roof rails,
a luggage rack or a cargo carrier,
include all necessary mounting
hardware to expand the cargo
capacity for your vehicle. They
serve as the base for many roofmounted cargo management
accessories.

Outside Rearview Mirror Puddle Light kit with Bowtie Logo Projectio
(for Heated Outside Rearview Power-Adjustable Mirrors)
Accent your vehicle’s styling and
add convenience with a distinctive
Chevrolet Accessories Puddle
Light Kit. These LED lights are
designed, engineered, tested and
backed by Chevrolet and help set
your vehicle apart with added
style. When your vehicle’s unlock
function is activated, the Bowtie
logo illuminates on the ground
and provides aid to enter or exit.
Sold as a set of two Puddle Lights
for model’s equipped with factory
mirror Puddle Lighting.
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Exterior

ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Bowtie Emblems in Black
Accent your vehicle’s styling with
distinctive Chevrolet Accessories
Bowtie Emblems in Black.
Sometimes called car emblems,
they are designed, engineered,
tested and backed by Chevrolet.

Front Splash Guards in Black
Help protect your vehicle from
mud, gravel and road splash with
Chevrolet Accessories Splash
Guards. Designed, tested and
engineered for your vehicle, these
mud flaps include all mounting
hardware and instructions.
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Exterior

ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

Rear Splash Guards in Black with Bowtie Logo
Help protect your vehicle from
mud, gravel and road splash with
Chevrolet Accessories Splash
Guards. Designed, tested and
engineered for your vehicle, these
mud flaps include all mounting
hardware and instructions.

3.6L or 5.3L Polished Stainless Steel Single Outlet Exhaust Tip with
Bowtie Logo
The Chevrolet Performance 3.6L
or 5.3L Polished Single-Outlet
Angle-Cut Exhaust Tip features
bright high-polished styling and
enhanced engineering to keep it
looking sharp for years to come.
Built from polished stainless steel,
each -3Inch Polished Single-Outlet
Exhaust Tip has been validated to
resist corrosion and discoloration
while maintaining the New Vehicle
Limited Warranty. Proven through
on-vehicle testing under maximum
load, operating temperatures of
over °572F, extreme corrosion
chamber testing equivalent to 5
years and a -2hour thermal heat
soak at ~°392F, you can count on
the stainless steel Exhaust Tip to
look great season after season.
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Wheels

ALL-NEW 2021 CHEVROLET TAHOE & SUBURBAN

22x9-Inch Aluminum Wheel in Polished Finish
Personalize your vehicle with these Chevrolet Accessories Wheels
validated to GM specifications. Use only GM-approved wheel and tire
combinations. See Chevrolet.com/accessories for important wheel and
tire information. For wheel care and maintenance information – please
see the GM Accessory Wheel Instruction sheet included with the wheels,
and your GM Vehicle Owner’s Manual for Wheel and Tire Care and
Maintenance instructions.

22x9-Inch Aluminum 6-Split-Spoke Wheel in Midnight Silver with Chrome Inserts
Personalize the look of your vehicle with a Chevrolet Accessories -22
Inch Wheel designed, engineered and tested to Chevrolet specifications.
Developed by the same design team that helped create your vehicle, this
stylish wheel, commonly called rims or custom wheels, enables you to
equip your vehicle to suit your taste and needs. Every Chevrolet wheel
is extensively tested and validated to meet Chevrolet requirements
for safety and corrosion resistance. They are priced individually; tires,
matching center caps, wheel locks, lug nuts and tire pressure monitors
sold separately. Select wheels are offered as part of rim and tire
packages. Use only GM-approved wheel and tire combinations. For wheel
care and maintenance information, please see your Vehicle Owner’s
Manual. Dealer installation recommended.

22x9-Inch 6-Split-Spoke Wheel in Gloss Black with Chrome Inserts
Personalize the look of your vehicle with a Chevrolet Accessories -22
Inch Wheel designed, engineered and tested to Chevrolet specifications.
Developed by the same design team that helped create your vehicle, this
stylish wheel, commonly called rims or custom wheels, enables you to
equip your vehicle to suit your taste and needs. Every Chevrolet wheel
is extensively tested and validated to meet Chevrolet requirements
for safety and corrosion resistance. They are priced individually; tires,
matching center caps, wheel locks, lug nuts and tire pressure monitors
sold separately. Select wheels are offered as part of rim and tire
packages. Use only GM-approved wheel and tire combinations. For wheel
care and maintenance information, please see your Vehicle Owner’s
Manual. Dealer installation recommended.

Wheel Lock Kit in Steel Non-Decorative (For Wheels with Hidden Lugs)
Help protect your wheels from theft with a Chevrolet Accessories Wheel
Lock Kit in Steel Non-Decorative. These wheel locks act as an anti-theft
device and are constructed of heat-treated hardened steel. The kit
includes one key and five wheel locks. The lock nuts are designed for
wheels with hidden lugs with a need to retain a wheel cap.
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Copyright 2021. General Motors. All rights reserved. All text and images in this catalog
are subject to the copyright and other intellectual property rights of GM. These
materials may not be reproduced, distributed or modified without the express written
permission of GM. The marks appearing in this catalog including, but not limited to:
(i) GM and the GM logo, (ii) Chevrolet and its respective logos, emblems, vehicle and
part names and vehicle and part designs, and (iii) other marks of third-party suppliers
are trademarks and/or service marks of GM, its subsidiaries, affiliates, or third-party
supplier licensors. Product specifications, descriptions and information were correct at
the time this catalog was published.

For accessories inquires, kindly contact your nearest Chevrolet dealer.

Most Chevrolet Parts and Accessories sold and installed on a Chevrolet vehicle by a
Chevrolet Dealer or a Chevrolet approved Accessory Distributor before delivery to the
customer are covered by the applicable limited warranty. If Chevrolet Accessories are
installed after vehicle delivery, or are replaced under the New Vehicle Limited Warranty,
they will be covered, parts and labor, for the longer of the following: a) 12 months/20,000
Km (whichever comes first), or b) the balance of the applicable portion of the New
Vehicle Limited Warranty. Chevrolet Parts sold over the counter, or those not requiring
installation, will continue to receive the standard GM Dealer Parts Limited Warranty of 12
months from the date of purchase, parts only, regardless of miles. Chevrolet warranties
do not apply to Associated Accessories. See your dealer for details. Vehicle shown with
accessories from an independent supplier, are not warranted by GM or its dealers. GM
is not responsible for the safety or quality of independent accessories and warranty is
provided by the accessory manufacturer.

